Financial Research Administration

Each FRA Session team has three faculty, each of which serve in grant and contract financial management.

The FRA Faculty web site, with the current slides and additional faculty resources can be found at: http://collaborate.ncura.edu/home/ By logging into your Collaborate Profile and dropping down to “Communities”, “My Communities” you can access the FRA Faculty Community. You are encouraged to post questions to the whole FRA faculty through this space.

Faculty members for the Financial Research Administration traveling workshop present in detail financial issues faced by the financial research administrator. The team includes expertise in post award, financial, departmental, compliance, costing, audits and other areas of grant and contract financial management. It is expected that they will be in a decision-making capacity in order to present to the audience the complexities of the job and institutional environment. The faculty integrates into presentations case studies and real-world scenarios in order to maintain good stewardship and avoid management risks. The faculty is expected to remain current in the knowledge, issues, and trends facing financial research administrators.

Examples of Topics Covered:

- OMB Uniform Guidance
- Time and Effort Reporting
- Cost Sharing
- Recent Audits
- Allowability
- F&A Cost Proposal
- Cost Accounting Standards